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LOGICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE IONIZATION ENERGY
THEORY AND THE ORIGIN OF PHYSICAL CATEGORIES
ANDREW DAS ARULSAMY
Abstract. Logical proofs and definitions are developed to establish (1) that
the energy-level spacings, ξ for each chemical element (from the periodic table
of chemical elements) can be converted to the ionization energies, (2) both ξ
and the ionization energies are unique, and (3) the averaged ionization energy
of any quantum matter is proportional to the averaged ionization energy of its
constituent chemical elements, if and only if ξ 6= 0 and ξ is not an irrelevant
constant. Physical sets are then constructed such that they are members of a
specific physical class where each class belongs to a specific physical category,
P. However, there is not a single structure-preserving functor from one energy-
level spacing physical category, ξP to another ξP′. Therefore, the existence
of many ξP implies the existence of different categories of physical systems
and quantum matter.
MSC 2010: 81-XX
1. Introduction
In non-relativistic classical mechanics, one employs the Newton’s second law such
that F (r, t) = md2r(t)/dt2, which specifies the trajectory of a particle (mass, m),
which can be used to determine both the position and momentum of this particle
at any given time. In this case, we just need to know r(t), which can be obtained
from F (r, t) = −
∑
i ∂Vi(r, t)/∂r(t) with an appropriate initial condition, r(t = 0)
where each i represents a type of potential acting on the particle. The particle’s
momentum, mr˙(t) can be obtained from its kinetic energy, (1/2)mr˙(t)2, which
means, the particle has a precise momentum and a precise position at any given
time t. This also means that, a classical particle, which is by definition, stable and
has a rigid structure and shape, can exist with a well-defined position and a precise
momentum for all time, even if it is unbounded in an empty and free space (with∑
i Vi(r) = 0). Simply put, classical particles are literally “dead”.
On the other hand, in non-relativistic quantum mechanics, one requires the wave
function (Ψ(r, t)), instead of r(t), to predict any physical quantity associated to this
quantum system. In fact, in any quantum system, a well-defined r(t) for a quantum
particle (regardless whether this particle is confined within the quantum system or
not) does not exist, regardless whether
∑
i Vi(r) = 0 (free quantum particle) or
not (bounded and/or scattered quantum particle). In fact, the term “particle” is
used here entirely for convenience, where it should never be regarded as a classical
particle.
For example, quantum theory puts an end to a classical notion that reads, A is
made of B, B is made of C, · · · , V is made of Werewolves, and it is Werewolves all
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the way down. On the contrary, the quantum notion reads, an electron (one of the
quantum particles in atoms) has a quantized energy with additional properties at-
tached to this “energy”, such as electron charge, −e, mass, m and spin, s, and these
quantities do vary quantitatively, depending on the environment, due to screening
and interactions. Due to the above quantities (−e, m and s), we can think of the
quantized energy as “particle-like”, and this is the reason why an electron is some-
times regarded as both particle-like (due to −e, m and s) and wave-like (due to
energy) at the same time, giving rise to the popular notion of particle-wave duality.
But this does not imply, in any way, that one can consider an electron as classical
particle-like. Therefore, the above-mentioned particle-wave duality (strictly) does
not allow the existence of a wave-particle “thingy”, something like a wave-guiding
particle, or a particle-guiding wave. The reason is that such a “thingy” will only
lead us to ask— what is the constituent of this wave-guiding particle (or the wave-
guided particle)? Obviously, this latter interpretation leads us back to square one
(to the classical notion described above).
Anyway, the proper and real wave function, Ψ(r, t) can only be obtained by
solving the Schro¨dinger equation [1, 2, 3],
i~
∂Ψ(r, t)
∂t
=
[
−
~
2
2m
∇2 + V
]
Ψ(r, t) = HΨ(r, t), ∇2 =
∂2
∂r2
.(1.1)
Here, H and r are the Hamilton and position operators, respectively, ~ = h/2π
where h is the Planck constant [4], m denotes the electron mass. This wave func-
tion is postulated such that Ψ(r, t) completely defines the dynamical state of a
given system subject to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [5], contrary to the
Einstein-Podolski-Rosen arguments that require simultaneous reality [6]. The above
uncertainty principle gives rise to a probability law in accordance with Born’s sta-
tistical interpretation of the wave function [7, 8]. In particular, Ψ(r, t) by definition
has a certain spatial extension such that one cannot attribute a precise position
or a momentum to a quantum particle at time t. This means that we can only
determine the probability of finding the particle’s position or momentum (℘) in a
given region of space at time t. This probability is given by [7, 8]
Prob =
∫ ∞
−∞
Ψ(r, t)∗Ψ(r, t)dr =
∫ ∞
−∞
|Ψ(r, t)|2dr = 〈Ψ(r, t)|Ψ(r, t)〉,(1.2)
where r = 〈Ψ(r, t)|r|Ψ(r, t)〉, 〈℘〉 = 〈Ψ(r, t)|℘|Ψ(r, t)〉, Ψ(r, t) is orthonormalized
such that 〈Ψ(r, t)|Ψ(r, t)〉 = 1, Ψ(r, t) = ψi(r, t)ψj(r, t), 〈ψi(r, t)|ψj(r, t)〉 = δij
where δij = 1 if i = j and δij = 0 if i 6= j, and [r, ℘] = r℘− ℘r = i~.
But it turns out, Eq. (1.1) cannot be solved analytically to obtain the real Ψ(r)
(time-independent) for atoms other than atomic hydrogen if
V =
∑
i,I
(−e)(+e)
4πǫ0|ri −RI |
+
∑
i6=j
(−e)(−e)
4πǫ0|ri − rj |
,(1.3)
in which, the first and second terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.3) are the
Coulomb potentials due to electron(ri)-ion(RI) and electron(ri)-electron(rj) inter-
actions, respectively [9], where e is electron charge and ǫ0 is the permittivity of free
space. Here, the nucleus coordinate for atoms can be positioned at the origin where
RI = R = 0.
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1.1. Hartree-Fock theory. In response to Eq. (1.3), all practical applications in
natural sciences requires one resorting to finding the unique but “unreal” Ψ(r) by
other means, namely, via the linear combination of atomic orbitals, molecular or-
bitals, valence bonds, Hartree-Fock-Slater wave functions, and their improved vari-
ants in the chemical sciences [10, 11, 12]. Whereas, for physical sciences and solids,
we have the density functional theory, which is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham
variational principle that relies on the existence of a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the potential (V HKS(r)) and the total electron density [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
Here, “unreal” Ψ(r) simply means that Ψ(r) is not obtained by solving a given
Hamiltonian, or Ψ(r) is a general solution obtained or generated by some educated
guesses. Anyway, to see the importance of this Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham principle,
we need to recall the Hartree-Fock total energy (EHF) [17]. After invoking the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation [18]
EHF = 〈ΨHF(r)|H |ΨHF(r)〉
=
∫
ψHFi (ri)
∗
[∑
i
−~2
2m
∇2i −
e2
4πǫ0
(∑
i,I
ZI
|RI − ri|
−
1
2
∑
I 6=J
ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |
)]
ψHFi (ri)dri
+
1
2
∑
i6=j
∫
ψHFj (rj)
∗ψHFi (ri)
∗ e
2
4πǫ0|ri − rj |
ψHFi (ri)ψ
HF
j (rj)dridrj
+
1
2
∑
i6=j
∫
ψHFj (rj)
∗ψHFi (ri)
∗ e
2
4πǫ0|ri − rj |
[
− ψHFi (rj)ψ
HF
j (ri)
]
dridrj ,
(1.4)
where [19, 20, 21]
ΨHF(r1, r2, · · · , rn) =
[
ψHF1 (r1)ψ
HF
2 (r2) · · ·ψ
HF
n (rn)
]
−
[
ψHF1 (r2)ψ
HF
2 (r1) · · ·ψ
HF
n (rn)
]
+ · · · ,(1.5)
and the negative signs in the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) and in
Eq. (1.5) are due to the Pauli exclusion principle [22]
ΨHF(r1, r2) = −Ψ
HF(r2, r1).(1.6)
Obviously, Eq. (1.4) cannot be solved for any real system to obtain ΨHF(r), however
one can guess the general solution, ΨHF(ri) that solves Eq. (1.4) by iteration (nu-
merically). Real systems here mean atoms (other than atomic hydrogen), molecules
and solids. For example, Eq. (1.4) can be solved exactly if ΨHF(ri) is taken to be
the set of plane waves (that represent free electrons), and if 12
∑
I 6=J
ZIZJe
2
4πǫ0|RI−RJ |
is
approximated as a constant independent of the electronic wave functions [23] due
to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [18]. Equation (1.4) becomes computa-
tionally expensive (because large number of iterations are required) with increasing
number of atoms or electrons due to Eq. (1.5).
1.2. Density functional theory. As a consequence of large number of required
iterations, further simplifications are required to even obtain a proper numerical
solution (ΨHF(r)) to Eq. (1.4) for solids. One such simplified approximation is
provided by the density functional theory (DFT) [13, 14, 15, 16]. Contrary to the
Hartree-Fock theory (Eq. (1.4)) that needs a proper general solution, ΨHF(r) with
respect to Eq. (1.5) (otherwise, the total energy may not approach the real value
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or converge), DFT just requires any general solution, namely, ΨDFT(r). Meaning,
with less microscopic details incorporated into ΨDFT(r). However, ΨDFT(r) needs
to be iterated in order to obtain the correct electron density such that [13, 14, 15, 16]
〈ΨDFT(r)|V external(r)|ΨDFT(r)〉 =
∑
i
∫
ψDFT(ri)
∗V external(ri)ψ
DFT(ri)dri
=
∫
n(r)V external(r)dr,(1.7)
where n(r) is the ground state electron density. The Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham the-
orem states that each unique electron density corresponds to an external poten-
tial such that n(r) ⇒ V external(r) and n(r)′ ⇒ V external(r)′ where n(r) 6= n(r)′,
V external(r) 6= V external(r)′ and V external(r) is different from V external(r)′ in a non-
trivial way. For example, [13, 14, 15, 16]
V external(r) = −
∑
i,I
ZIe
2
4πǫ0|RI − ri|
,(1.8)
which is a sufficient representative. This implies V external(r) is not uniquely defined,
which means, it does not have to be defined by Eq. (1.8), instead it can be any
other proper potential function.
NOTE 1: Even though DFT does not deal with a unique potential function for a
given unique true electron density, for example, DFT deals only with an arbitrary
V external(r), which exclusively gives a unique n(r). In contrast, IET logically proves
the existence of a unique potential and Hamiltonian due to the unique numbers of
electrons (ζ), protons (τ) and neutrons (η) in a quantum system via the unique
function, f(ζ, η, τ). The uniqueness of f(ζ, η, τ) implies the ionization energies
(energy levels) and the energy-level spacings associated to an atom or a molecule
or a solid are also unique.
Anyway, the DFT ground state energy based on the Hohenberg-Kohn variational
theorem, after invoking the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, can be obtained
from [13, 14, 15, 16]
E[n0] ≤ E
DFT[n] =
∫
n(r)V external(r)dr+
∑
i
〈
ψDFT(ri)
∣∣∣∣−~
2
2m
∇2i
∣∣∣∣ψDFT(ri)
〉
+
∑
i6=j
〈
ψDFT(rj)ψ
DFT(ri)
∣∣∣∣ e
2
4πǫ0|ri − rj |
∣∣∣∣ψDFT(ri)ψDFT(rj)
〉
=
∫
n(r)V external(r)dr+ 〈T 〉[n] + 〈Vee〉[n],(1.9)
while the true ground state energy functional, by definition, is given by [13, 14, 15,
16]
E[n0] =
∫
n0(r)V
external(r)dr+ 〈T 〉[n0] + 〈Vee〉[n0],(1.10)
where n0 is the true ground state electron density, and Eq. (1.10) is exact in prin-
ciple.
NOTE 2: From now on, we no longer discuss how ψDFT(r) is determined or
approximated (in terms of Kohn-Sham orbitals) because our focus here is to find any
association and/or differences between DFT and the ionization energy theory (IET),
independent of the wave function. The reason is that the IET-construction and
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proofs (developed in the subsequent sections) do not require any explicit knowledge
on any real or arbitrary wave functions. Of course, for every quantum system, there
exist a corresponding real (unique and true) wave function and a real Hamiltonian
(see NOTE 1).
Equations (1.9) and (1.10) are both exact in principle, however, the mathematical
structure of these functionals, 〈T 〉[n], 〈Vee〉[n], 〈T 〉[n0] and 〈Vee〉[n0] are unknown.
Therefore, one needs to invoke the Kohn-Sham method to rewrite Eq. (1.9), where
one first define a non-interacting reference Hamiltonian [13, 14, 15, 16]
HKSreference = −
∑
i
~
2
2m
∇2i −
e2
4πǫ0
(∑
i,I
ZI
|RI − ri|
)
,(1.11)
and the above-mentioned unknown functional (given in Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10)) are
defined as follows [13, 14, 15, 16]
∆〈T 〉[n] = 〈T 〉[n]− 〈TKSreference〉[n],(1.12)
where 〈T 〉[n] is the average ground state electronic kinetic energy functional, 〈TKSreference〉[n]
can be obtained from Eq. (1.11), and
∆〈Vee〉[n] = 〈Vee〉[n]−
1
2
∫
n(ri)n(rj)
|ri − rj |
dridrj .(1.13)
Here ∆ 6= ∇2 and 〈Vee〉[n] is the average ground state electron-electron interaction
potential energy functional. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.13)
records the changes to the electrostatic repulsion between electrons. Substituting
Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) into Eq. (1.9) leads us to [10, 11]
E[n] =
∫
n(r)V external(r)dr+ 〈TKSreference〉[n] +
1
2
∫
n(ri)n(rj)
|ri − rj |
dridrj
+∆〈Vee〉[n] + ∆〈T 〉[n],(1.14)
in which, ∆〈Vee〉[n] + ∆〈T 〉[n] = Exc[n] = Ex[n] + Ec[n] remains unknown, where
Exc[n] is defined as the exchange(x)-correlation(c) energy functional [10, 11]. There
are several approximations available to calculate Exc[n], namely, the local density
(n(r)) and local spin density (n↑(r), n↓(r)) approximations (LDA and LSDA), the
Xα method that completely ignores the correlation-energy functional by assuming
Ec ≪ Ex, where Ex ≈ E
LDA
x . Here, the spin, s denotes spin-up ↑ or -down ↓. The
Hartree-Fock functional DFT uses Kohn-Sham orbitals instead of ΨHF(r) (given in
Eq. (1.4)) to obtain Ex (given by the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4)).
In this approach, Ec is calculated from LDA or LSDA method. Finally, we also have
the gradient-corrected hybrid functionals that consider n↑(r) and n↓(r), as well as
the gradient-corrected electron densities (∇n↑(r) and ∇n↓(r)) [10, 11]. This gradi-
ent correction is also known as the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). It
is strange to call the above “approximations” as approximations because the exact
Exc is unknown. For example, one needs to know the exact exchange-correlation
functional in order to derive the approximated functional. Hence, the above “ap-
proximations” seem to be educated guesses, rather than approximations.
But never mind, physically, Exc[n] exists due to two effects— (i) electron ex-
change that gives rise to exchange energy, Ex, which is explicitly given by the
last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4), and (ii) changing electron-electron
repulsion and screening that gives rise to changing correlation energy, Ec as a re-
sult of other electrons’ displacements. In view of Exc, we can observe that the
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Hartree-Fock theory properly takes Ex into account, but completely ignores Ec. In
contrast, DFT considers the exchange-correlation functional, Exc[n], as it should
be, compared to the Hartree-Fock theory.
NOTE 3: In IET, the total energy is defined by the IET-Schro¨dinger equation [24],
i~
∂Ψ(r, t)
∂t
=
[
−
~
2
2m
∇2 + VIET
]
Ψ(r, t) = HIETΨ(r, t) = (E0 ± ξ)Ψ(r, t),(1.15)
where E0± ξ = E is the real (true and unique) energy for a given quantum system
(atom or molecule or solid or any quantum matter in between) for both degener-
ate (trivial because ξ → 0) and non-degenerate energy levels [24] and for quantum
systems with energy-level crossings [25]. Here, E0 is the total energy at zero tem-
perature and in the absence of any external disturbances, while ξ is known as the
ionization energy or the energy-level spacing [26] where +ξ is for electrons and −ξ
is for holes. The real eigenvalue, E0 ± ξ cannot be obtained from the IET because
both VIET and Ψ(r, t) are unknown [24], and we did not bother to find them. To
obtain the real value for E0± ξ, we need to know the real Ψ(r, t) and the real VIET.
But, we can attempt to obtain the real energy eigenvalue, or close to the real one by
making use of the relation, E0±ξ = E = E
HF (from Eq. (1.4)) or E0±ξ = E = E[n]
(from Eq. (1.14)) via the Hartree-Fock theory or DFT, respectively.
The primary motivation for developing IET is not to calculate these energy eigen-
values, but to predict the changes to numbers associated to any physical quantities
both qualitatively and quantitatively, without relying on wave functions because
the real Ψ(r, t) remains, and will remain unknown, regardless whether one is able
to know the real Exc, which is also unknown. Instead, our intention is to derive
valid analytic equations from IET for all quantum matter, particularly, for the non-
free-electron types by relying on the atomic energy-level spacings. These analytic
equations can be exploited to develop theoretical models or to evaluate relevant
physical quantities with respect to changing interaction strengths. This changing
interaction strengths arise when one changes any (or all) of these numbers, electrons
(ζ), protons (τ) and neutrons (η) in a given quantum system (recall NOTE: 1), which
can be done either (i) by changing the number of atoms or the types of atoms in a
given quantum low-energy system via chemical reactions, or (ii) via some nuclear
reactions in a high-energy physical system.
In order to achieve our objective to derive analytic functions, we make use of this
approximation (also known as the ionization energy approximation) such that [24][
−
~
2
2m
∇2 + VIET
]
Ψ(r) = HIETΨ(r) ∝ (E0 ± EI)Ψ(r).(1.16)
The first part of this paper is to prove the proportionality (exists due to ξ ∝ EI)
given in Eq. (1.16), where ξ is the real energy-level spacing, while EI denotes the
unreal or the approximated energy-level spacing. We also have proven that VIET ∝
EI in accordance with atomic He, which can be understood from the following
equations. First, we define
VIET = Vexternal(r) + V˜sc(r, σ) = −
e2
4πǫ0
[
Z
ri
−
1
|ri − rj |
e−σ(ri−rj)
]
,(1.17)
where Z is the atomic number, V˜sc denotes the renormalized screened Coulomb
potential. Recall here that RI = R = 0 because we are evaluating an atom (He),
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while σ is given by [27]
σ = µ exp
[
−
1
2
λξ
]
,(1.18)
where µ is the constant of proportionality, λ = (12πǫ0/e
2)aB, aB is the Bohr ra-
dius [27], and we can observe that V˜sc(r, σ) ∝ EI [24]. The above renormalization
procedure is exact and is based on the energy-level spacing renormalization group
method [26]. To see why the energy-level spacing renormalization method is exact,
we give the following example. The pure exchange-energy functional (obtained by
solving the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) using plane waves) [28],
Ex[n] = −
3
4
e2
π
NkF = −
3e2
4
(
3
π
)1/3 ∫ [
n(r)
]4/3
dr,(1.19)
while the renormalized Ex is given by
E˜x[n] = −
3
4
e2
π
N˜ k˜F = −
3e2
4
(
3
π
)1/3
e−
4
3
λξ
∫ [
n(r)
]4/3
dr,(1.20)
where, N =
∫
n(r)dr, N˜ = e−λξ
∫
n(r)dr, kF = (3π
2n(r))1/3, k˜F = e
−(1/3)λξkF and
kF denotes the Fermi wave number, which defines the Fermi surface in momentum-
space. Reference [27] contains the proofs and details on the above renormaliza-
tion where n˜ = ne−λξ. The unrenormalized variable does not carry a tilde, and
Eq. (1.20) is exact by noting that when ξ → 0, the electrons transform from being
strongly-correlated to free electrons, while the strength of interaction increases with
increasing ξ. In addition, Ex decreases with increasing ξ as it should be because
the outer-most electron will tend to stay as far away as possible from the core elec-
trons if the energy-level spacing between the outer-most and the core electrons is
large. Here, large ξ also means a reduced screening effect, which will lead to a large
electron-electron Coulomb repulsion [24].
The above renormalization procedure can also be related to Shankar renormal-
ization technique reported in Refs. [29, 30, 31], and the relevant proofs are given in
Ref. [26]. However, the Shankar renormalizer, ΛShankar is wave-number (k) depen-
dent, while ΛIET is λξ dependent, and consequently, ΛIET is dimensionless. This
also means that (due to ξ) ΛIET measures the interaction strengths with respect to
the numbers and types of atoms in a given quantum matter because ξ is unique for
each different quantum system (due to different numbers of electrons (ζ), protons
(τ) and neutrons (η)). This is exactly what we have wanted, and we have gotten
it. What remains to be proven rigorously is ξ ∝ EI where this proportionality has
been physically (in terms of probability) shown to be valid in Refs. [32, 33].
In summary, we have noted that the Hartree-Fock theory considers the electron-
electron, electron-ion and the exchange interactions correctly, but completely ig-
nores the correlation between electrons because each of these terms are isolated.
For instance, changes in electron-electron repulsion is independent of the other two
interactions (electron-ion and exchange), and vice versa. Therefore, the Hartree-
Fock theory is suitable for non-interacting and weakly interacting systems. On the
other hand, DFT does take the electron correlation effect into account by means
of Exc[n], but it is unable to handle Exc[n] properly because Exc[n] needs to be
approximated, namely, LDA, LSDA and GGA by writing Exc[n] = Ex[n] + Ec[n].
In addition, Ec[n] is an unknown functional, and therefore, we do not know how
and why Ex[n] can change when the strength of electronic correlation increases
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or decreases. For example, see Eq. (1.20) to observe why and how the electron-
electron correlation (captured by ξ) creates an additional constraint on Ex[n], such
that, increasing repulsion between electrons (increasing ξ) gives rise to a decreasing
Ex[n]. Their dependence (between Ex[n] and Ec[n]) can only be known if we know
the analytic functional for Ec[n].
Obtaining the above-mentioned functionals are not easy. Consequently, we made
use of the ionization energy theory to evaluate the changing interaction strengths
by first acknowledging the existence of real (unique) energy-level spacings (ξ) for
each quantum matter. This (due to changing interaction strength) also implies the
possibility to obtain or define different classes of quantum matter. Subsequently,
we can then use the energy-level spacing renormalization group method to derive
the relevant renormalized theoretical models and analytic functions for a given solid
or molecule. Almost all (if not all) of the important interactions (electron-electron,
electron-ion, and spin-exchange) in atoms, also exist in solids and molecules. This
statement can only become stronger if we compare between a solid or a molecule
and their respective constituent atoms. This means that, logically one has ξsolids ∝
ξatoms or ξmolecules ∝ ξatoms due to the above similar types of interactions. Here, we
have assumed that the many-body interaction due to different crystal or molecular
structures is a constant.
However, this many-body contribution can also be a non-trivial function (not a
constant), which implies that these crystal- or molecular-structure effects may give
rise to a QPT. In particular, non-constant crystal- or molecular-structure effects
or due to some other external disturbances can cause ξ to vary significantly. For
example, when ξ → 0 or ξ → constant or ξ → finite value (not a constant) or
ξ → ∞, and such changes will lead us to different types of trivial (ξ → 0 and
ξ →∞) and non-trivial quantum phase transitions (QPT) in solids and molecules.
Hence, it all comes down to proving ξsolids ∝ ξatoms, ξmolecules ∝ ξatoms, and also
proving the existence of energy-level spacing physical category for atoms that can
be used to build different classes of quantum matter. The existence of physical
categories will be proven in the second part of this paper, after proving the above
proportionality (the ionization energy approximation).
2. The ionization energy theory uncovered
Our objective here is to establish the correctness of the so-called ionization en-
ergy theory (IET) such that it does not violate established logical foundation and
mathematics. The necessary step required to achieve this is to develop rigorous
proofs uncovering the ionization energy theory such that its mathematico-logical
foundation can be proven to be free of all logical and technical errors, as well as to
expose any ad hoc assumption, if there is any.
Here, we list all the propositions and definitions required to properly construct
the ionization energy theory. We will prove all propositions, and will attempt to
prove all statements. However, any unproven statements should be regarded as
conjectures and/or physical expositions, and such statements are not needed for
the logical construction of the ionization energy theory. Statements or equations
that are used here, but have been explicitly proven elsewhere are referred to the
appropriate references. The proofs here are developed such that they are not only
rigorous but also contain, where appropriate, expositions on why and how these
proofs are related to physical and chemical systems. We also wish to inform you
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that excessive use of symbols has been deliberately avoided for all possible cases,
unless a compact form is required. It is to be noted here that particular care has
been taken in constructing the sentences in which, the word OR in a sentence simply
means either this or that, not both, whereas, the logical OR is symbolically denoted
by ∨ to mean, either this or that or both. In sentences, we use AND/OR to denote
∨. Other logical notations and symbols, namely, AND (∧), IMPLIES (⇒), NOT (¬)
and IF AND ONLY IF (⇔) are valid both in mathematical forms and in sentences.
The ionization energy theory is related to the chemical elements listed in the
periodic table of chemical elements, and therefore, some basic properties of these
elements and their connections to the energy levels are briefly explained below.
However, how and why these energy levels can be associated to the ionization
energies are given at a later stage, namely, in 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 because the
technical reasons are not trivial.
All the chemical elements in the periodic table are arranged in accordance to their
atomic numbers Z, and each chemical element has unique energy levels, arising from
the different numbers of protons (τ), neutrons (η) and electrons (ζ), and the physical
interactions among them. Each electron either has spin-up (~/2), or -down (−~/2)
where {η} ∈ N, {τ, ζ} ∈ N∗ and ~ = h/2π, h is the Planck constant. Here, atomic
hydrogen (H), H+2 (molecular ion) and H2 (molecule) all have zero neutron, and
therefore, N and N∗ are the sets of natural numbers, including and excluding zero,
respectively. Moreover, Z = τ = ζ for any neutral chemical element (or atom),
molecule or compound (contains atoms of the order of Avogadro number, 1023,
though this is not necessarily true for nanoparticles). In particular, the number of
atoms in a given nanoparticle can be of the order of 10 to 103 atoms, for example,
see Refs. [34, 35, 36, 37]. When the chemical elements or molecules combine to
form compounds via chemical reactions, then these compounds too, have unique
energy-level spacings (ξ ≥ 0 ∧ {ξ} ∈ R+) such that
Proposition 2.1. One can form any number of sets from these compounds to prove
the existence of different classes of quantum matter.
Proof. See 3.2 and 3.3. 
To prove 2.1, one needs to invoke another proposition due to the ionization
energy theory (IET) [see equations (5), (24) and (26) in Ref. [24]],
Proposition 2.2. If the formed compounds are of non free-electronic systems, then
the energy-level spacing of such a system is proportional to their constituent atomic
energy-level spacing.
Proof. See 2.6 and 2.15. 
Here, R+ is the set of positive real numbers including zero, and physically, 2.2
means that ξ (also known as the ionization energy) of a newly formed compound is
proportional to the energy-level spacing of its constituent chemical elements (atomic
ξ). Prior to proving 2.1 and 2.2, we need additional propositions and a series of
definitions, which then can be used to construct the “energy-level spacing” physical
categories, required to develop the proofs for 2.1 and 2.2. For clarity, each definition
will end with a , while the Halmos tombstone,  is used to denote the end of a
proof. We now start with the logical construction of the ionization energy theory.
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Definition 2.3. The energy-level spacings (the quantized and discrete energy-level
differences) for atoms, molecules and compounds are denoted by ξatom (e.g., ξH),
ξmolecule (e.g., ξH2) and ξcompound (e.g., ξYBa2Cu3O7), respectively 
Proposition 2.4. (a) ξatom is unique for any atom. (b) ξion is unique for any
isolated ion with at least one bounded electron.
Proof. (a) For an atomic hydrogen, one has ξH = fH(ζ=1, η=0, τ=1) = fH, which is
unique because fH(ζ=1, η=0, τ=1) is unique due to the unique numbers of electrons,
neutrons and protons in each atom, and these unique numbers imply that the
physical interactions among these particles are also unique. For a helium atom
ξHe = fHe(ζ=2, η=2, τ=2) = fHe. Again, the uniqueness of fHe is guaranteed by the
unique numbers of ζ, η and τ . (b) It is straightforward to check that fHe+ is unique,
and this is sufficient. 
We will provide the details on f(ζ, η, τ) in 2.10. This is to make sure the con-
struction of IET is systematic and logical in its presentation. Anyway, what is
unambiguously certain here and now is that each f(ζ, η, τ) is uniquely defined sat-
isfying the unique numbers of protons and neutrons confined in the nucleus (via the
so-called strong force), and the number of bounded electrons (due to the Coulomb
force) revolving around the nucleus. Therefore, the uniqueness of ξ is due to the
unique function, f(ζ, η, τ). Alternatively, the uniqueness of ξatom and ξion are phys-
ically self-evident from the periodic table of chemical elements. However, both the
position and the momentum of any bounded electron, in any quantum matter, can
never be determined simultaneously. This is famously known as the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle [see equation (3.63) in Ref. [38]].
Here, we introduce some useful scientific terminologies— neutral chemical el-
ements (from the periodic table of chemical elements) are also known as atoms,
isolated compounds of several atoms are called molecules, while the charged atoms
are denoted by cations (positively charged ions), or anions (negatively charged ions),
or simply ions in general. Molecular ions are simply charged molecules (positively
or negatively charged). Plasmas on the other hand, consist of charged gas particles.
In other words, plasmas can consist of isolated charged-molecules and/or -atoms
and/or -nanoparticles (also known as dust particles) and/or any combination of
them. Here, nanoparticles have atoms of the order of much less than 1023, which
cannot be considered as molecules due to some subtle reasons that are irrelevant
here. By definition, a proton is a positively (+e) charged sub-atomic particle, while
an electron is a negatively (−e) charged sub-atomic particle. A neutron on the
other hand, is a neutral sub-atomic particle.
However, the different charge property alone (namely, positive, negative and
neutral) among these sub-atomic particles does not give a complete physical de-
scription for these sub-atomic particles. For example, an electron is a fundamental
particle without any constituent sub-particle, whereas, a proton and a neutron have
their own distinct constituent sub-particles. More detailed scientific terminologies
are not required to understand what is written here.
Proposition 2.5. The energy-level spacings defined in 2.3 are unique for each
different system, be it for atoms, molecules, or solids.
Proof. We first assume 2.6(a) is true, and defer the proof for 2.6(a) after 2.16. The
uniqueness of each atom and each isolated ion with at least one bounded electron
have been proven earlier (see 2.4).
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Proposition 2.6. (a) For any general quantum matter or system (excluding atoms
and isolated ions),
ξsystem ∝ E
system
I =
[∑
q
lq
∑
ν
1
ν
fq,ν(ζ, η, τ)
]
cation
+
[∑
q
lqfq,ν=1(ζ, η, τ)
]
anion
,(2.1)
where q and lq represent the types of chemical elements contained in a non-atomic
system, and the composition of each chemical element in a particular non-atomic
system, respectively. Here, ν is the number of outer electrons (also known as va-
lence electrons) that are responsible for any chemical bonding and for any physical
interaction in any system such that ν ∈ N∗ and ν ≤ ζ.
(b) For atoms and isolated ions, Eq. (2.1) is exact such that ξatom = E
atom
I =
fatom(ζ, η, τ) and ξion = E
ion
I = fion(ζion, η, τ), respectively, where τ < ζion for any
isolated anions, while τ > ζion for any cations.
The above-stated proportionality (∝) actually defines the ionization energy ap-
proximation. The complete proof for the ionization energy approximation is given
after 2.16. For example, the three proposals in 2.6, 2.15 and 2.17 give the complete
proofs for the ionization energy approximation. One should also note here that the
cations are electron-donors, while the anions are electron-acceptors.
Definition 2.7. All real energy-level spacings are always denoted by ξ. The unreal
ones are denoted by EsystemI such that the term “unreal” means ξsystem 6= E
system
I ,
but implies ξsystem ∝ E
system
I (from 2.6) 
It is sufficient for us to prove 2.5 by considering a solid and a molecule. This
proof can be easily verified for other systems. The proposition 2.4 given earlier
is sufficient for any atomic system and isolated ions. For a particular solid, say
Si4+O2−2 , one can write (from 2.6 and 2.7)
ξSiO2 ∝ E
SiO2
I = x(1/4)
[
fSi+(ζ=13, η=14, τ=14) + fSi2+(ζ=12, η=14, τ=14) +
fSi3+(ζ=11, η=14, τ=14) + fSi4+(ζ=10, η=14, τ=14)
]
+ yfO+(ζ=7, η=8, τ=8).(2.2)
Since the numbers of electrons, neutrons and protons are unique for each isolated
cation and anion, one can simplify the notations to write, ESiO2I = x(1/ν)
∑
ν fSiν++
yfO+ = x(1/ν)
∑
ν ξSiν+ + yξO+ . Here, x = 1 and y = 2 denote the ratio of Si and
O atoms in SiO2 and {x, y} ∈ R
+
∗ where the set of positive numbers excluding zero
is denoted by R+∗ . Knowing that x(1/ν)
∑
ν fSiν+ and yfO+ are individually unique
(from 2.4), we can conclude that ESiO2I is also unique. For a H
+
2 O
2− molecule, we
have ξH2O ∝ E
H2O
I = ifH+(ζ=0, η=0, τ=1) + jfO+(ζ=7, η=8, τ=8) = ifH+ + jfO+ =
2ξH++1ξO+ where {i, j} ∈ N
∗. Therefore, EH2OI has to be unique from the unique-
ness of ifH+ and jfO+ . 
Definition 2.8. From 2.4, each atom forms a singleton due to the uniqueness of
ξatom 
For example, {H}, {He}, {Be}, {χi}, · · · , {χj} such that {χ} is called singleton χ,
and represents any stable or unstable (with relatively very short lifetimes) chemical
element where {i, j} ∈ N∗, i < j and j is finite.
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Definition 2.9. Physically, any isolated ion without any bounded electron cannot
be part of any system consisting of more than one chemical element. In other words,
no system with more than one chemical element can exist without any bounded elec-
tron due to repulsive Coulomb interaction between two positively charged nucleus

However, it is to be noted here that any interaction between two nuclei may
give rise to a new chemical element, and it involves nuclear reactions [see 3.2, after
Eq. (3.6)], which will be covered when we discuss relations between singletons.
Moreover, the cations and anions considered in 2.6 is for systems with electrons
and these systems are strictly neutral (ζ = τ). The systems (SiO2 and H2O) stated
in 2.5 are neutral because the electrons contributed by the respective cations are
still bounded within that particular system such that there is a non-zero interaction
between the cation and that particular electron.
Proposition 2.10. Following 2.9, ξ is zero for any isolated cation in the absence
of electrons such that there is a zero interaction between the isolated cation and any
electron, and therefore, fcation(ζ=0, η≥0, τ>0) = 0.
Proof. For an isolated and electronless cation (H+), the function fH+(ζ=0, η=0, τ=1) =
0 due to zero bounded electron, and therefore, ξH+ = 0. For He
2+, one has
fHe2+(ζ=0, η=2, τ=2) = 0 and consequently ξHe2+ = 0, and one can go on and prove
fcation(ζ=0, η≥0, τ>0) = 0 for all the chemical elements (stable or unstable) in the
periodic table, if and only if the interaction between a cation and any electron is
always zero. 
Proof. This is an alternative proof with embedded quantum physical notions, and
therefore, can be regarded as an exposition in quantum physics. To see why
fcation(ζ=0, η≥0, τ>0) = 0, we just need to prove that the total electronic energy
in a particular electronless cation is zero. It is sufficient to consider a single atomic
H and its only cation H+. The total electronic energy for the one bounded electron
in an atomic H is the sum of the electronic kinetic energy, and the electron-nucleus
attractive Coulomb potential energy. The total electronic energy can be calcu-
lated from the non-relativistic and time-independent quantum mechanical formal-
ism (Schro¨dinger representation),[
−
~
2
2m
∇2 + V
]
H
ϕH1 =
[
E0 + f(ζ=1, η=0, τ=1)
]
H
ϕH1 =
[
E0 + ξ
]
H
ϕH1 .(2.3)
Here, (~2/2m)∇2, V ∝ [(+e)(−e)/r1] + [(+e)(−e)/r2] and E0 + ξ are the kinetic
energy operator, Coulombic potential energy operator and the total energy eigen-
value, respectively, for the bounded electron. The charges, +e and −e refer to the
charge of a proton and an electron, respectively, while r1,2 is the usual electron
coordinate, relative to protons 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, ϕH1 represents the
wave function for the bounded electron, E0 is defined to be the total energy in
the absence of all types of perturbations, including temperature, T (that is T = 0
Kelvin). The mass (m) of the bounded electron is much smaller compared to the
mass of the nucleus (M) such that M ≫ m, and thus, we can assume the nucleus
is static relative to the bounded electron. This assumption is known as the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation [see equation (49) in Ref. [25]], and it is invoked here
entirely for technical convenience because we are concerned only with the existence
of ξ due to boundedness. Thus, any correction to ξ due to vibrating nucleus or
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other subtle interactions can always be assumed to be taken into account (see the
logical proof below 2.10). As a consequence, Eq. (2.3) is independent of the kinetic
energy of the nucleus. The total energy, E0 + ξ is the energy needed to remove the
bounded electron to infinity or to any finite distance (if any) such that there is no
interaction between H+ and the removed electron. In the absence of any bounded
electron, Eq. (2.3) reads[
−
~
2
2m
∇2 + V
]
H+
ϕH
+
0 =
[
E0 + f(ζ=0, η=0, τ=1)
]
H+
ϕH
+
0
=
[
E0 + ξ
]
H+
ϕH
+
0 = 0,(2.4)
where E0 = 0 = fH+(ζ=0, η=0, τ=1) because there is no bounded electron (ζ = 0),
and this is guaranteed by the fact that [(~2/2m)∇2]ϕH
+
0 = 0 and V ϕ
H+
0 = 0 because
in the absence of any bounded electron, EH
+
0 = 0 = ξ
H+ ∧ ϕH
+
0 = 0 (implies ϕ
H+
0
and ξH
+
cannot exist if there is not a single bounded electron). 
Definition 2.11. Proposition 2.10 implies that there exists a correspondence rule
such that ξ = f(ζ, η, τ)→ ϕ or ϕ→ f(ζ, η, τ) = ξ 
In physics, ϕH1 is known as the electronic wave function, and the “real” wave
function is never known for any real atoms or real systems or real ions with
ζ ≥ 1, η > 0, τ ≥ 1, except for atomic hydrogen (ζ = τ = 1, η = 0). The wave
functions for any real system (including for any real atom or ion, other than hy-
drogen) are generated by some educated guesses [see Statement 2 and Remark 5
in Ref. [25]] such that the wave functions give the minimum total energy. The
energy-minimization procedure follows the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle [see
equations (7.32) and (7.33) in Ref. [38]]. By now, some of you may have guessed
correctly why IET belongs to the energy-level spacing categories, which is due to
the fact that IET never requires any knowledge on wave functions (2.11). Instead,
it relies on the uniqueness of the electronic energy-level spacings in the presence
of a proton (atomic hydrogen), or a nucleus (atoms or ions) or nuclei (molecules
or compounds). Here, 2.10 is also true within the relativistic and time-dependent
quantum mechanics because these additional effects do not disturb the uniqueness
of ξ in any way. Moreover, we have excluded the concept of positively charged
electron-like particles (known as holes) for simplicity. To incorporate the concept
of holes into the proof, we just need to rewrite the total energy eigenvalue as E0−ξ.
By definition, E0 is a negative number (due to bounded electrons) ranges between
0 and −∞. The minus sign in −ξ implies (E0 − ξ) → −∞ for holes (for free or
unbounded holes, (E0 − ξ) = −∞), while for electrons, (E0 + ξ) → 0 (for free
or unbounded electrons, (E0 + ξ) = 0). The holes as positive charge carriers ex-
ist in doped semiconductors and in some free-electron metals. Precise definitions
and proofs on the existence of holes in semiconductors are given elsewhere [see the
conditions A1 and B2, and the section, mathematical analysis in Ref. [39]].
Proposition 2.12. (a) Each anion forms a singleton due to the uniqueness of
fanion(ζ, η, τ) such that fanion(ζ, η, τ) = ξanion. (b) Physically, a single-electron
anion cannot exist.
Proof. (a) Following 2.4 and 2.8, we can construct these singletons for any anion
such that {χα−i }, · · · , {χ
α′−
i }, · · · , {χ
α−
j } · · · , {χ
α′−
j } where α < α
′ and {i, j, α, α′} ∈
N
∗. If α = α′ = 0, then {χi}, · · · , {χj} denote the singletons that have the usual
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neutral atoms or chemical elements as elements, which have been defined earlier in
2.8. (b) Recall that the boundedness condition requires at least a proton (positively
charged by definition) as a nucleus and a bounded electron (negatively charged by
definition). Therefore, indeed a single electron anion cannot exist. 
Proposition 2.13. Each cation forms a singleton due to the uniqueness of fcation(ζ, η, τ)
such that fcation(ζ, η, τ) = ξcation and ζ ≥ 0.
Proof. Following 2.4 and 2.8, we can construct the singletons for any cation such
that {χω+i }, · · · , {χ
ω′+
i }, · · · , {χ
ω+
j }, · · · , {χ
ω′+
j } if and only if ζ > ω and ζ > ω
′
where ω < ω′ and {i, j, ω, ω′} ∈ N∗. An isolated electronless cation gives ξcation = 0
as proven in 2.10. 
Definition 2.14. (a) The energy-level spacing, ξfirst = EU − E
first
I . Here, EU
is the most lowest unoccupied energy-level, while the top most electron occupied
energy-level, EfirstI is one level below EU such that |EU| < |E
first
I | < |E
second
I | <
· · · < |E
(ζ)
I |. These electronic energy levels are defined between 0 and −∞ due
to their boundedness. (b) The energy-level, EfirstI is known as the first ionization
energy (with the smallest magnitude), and so forth for other core electrons 
Proposition 2.15. For any isolated atom or ion such that ζ > 0, the energy-level
spacing is given by ξfirst = (EU−E
first
I ) = −E
first
I . In compact form, ξ
first = −EfirstI ,
ξsecond = −EsecondI , · · · , ξ
(ζ) = −E
(ζ)
I .
Proof. It is immediately obvious that EfirstI , E
second
I , · · · , E
(ζ)
I , and EU are individ-
ually unique for any isolated atom or ion due to the uniqueness of ξ from 2.3, 2.4,
2.14 and 2.16.
Definition 2.16. (a) The first ionization energy (EfirstI ) is the energy required to
remove the first outer-most electron (that has the smallest energy) from any isolated
chemical element or ion to a distance r → ∞ such that there is no interaction
between the ion and the removed electron. (b) Any electron at r → ∞ is not
bounded to any nucleus, and therefore Er→∞ = 0 
First, we normalize EU such that all the atoms and ions with ζ > 0 have the
same exact reference point. This is possible if we take EU → Er→∞ such that
EU = Er→∞ = 0. Due to this normalization, we can write (from 2.16) ξ
first =
(EU − E
first
I ) = (Er→∞ − E
first
I ) = (0 − E
first
I ) = −E
first
I , therefore, ξ
first = −EfirstI
and so on for the second, third, and other core electrons. 
Of course, we could have normalized EU such that EU = Er→|r| where |r| denotes
a fixed arbitrary finite distance from the nucleus, but this will only lead us to the
same problem of not being able to determine the magnitude of EU because Er→|r|
is also unknown. Consequently, we can observe why ξ(ζ) = −E
(ζ)
I for any atomic
or ionic system for ζ > 0. Hence, the proof for 2.15 is also a proof for 2.6(b).
Proof. The following is a proof for the Proposition 2.6(a) given earlier. For any
isolated atom or ion such that ζ > 1, there exist an exact averaged energy-level
spacing for the case where there are more than one excited or polarized electrons to
some higher energy-levels simultaneously. Hence, the averaged energy-level spacing
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for an arbitrary electron-donating chemical element, χ and its cation (after do-
nating), χν+ that has ν (ν < ζ) valence electrons polarized or excited to higher
energies is given by
ξ(χν+) =
1
ν
{
[EU(χ)− E
first
I (χ)] + · · ·+ [EU(χ)− E
(ν)
I (χ)]
}
=
1
ν
{
[Er→|r|(χ)− E
first
I (χ)] + · · ·+ [Er→|r|(χ)− E
(ν)
I (χ)]
}
= −
1
ν
{
EfirstI (χ) + · · ·+ E
(ν)
I (χ)
}
.(2.5)
Using 2.4, 2.15 and noting that EI < 0 due to boundedness (bounded electrons),
one obtains
ξ(χν+) =
1
ν
{
ξfirst(χ) + · · ·+ ξν+(χ)
}
=
1
ν
{
f(ζ − 1, η, τ)(χ+) + · · ·+ f(ζ − ν, η, τ)(χν+)
}
=
[∑
ν
1
ν
fν(ζ, η, τ)
]cation
χν+
.(2.6)
Proposition 2.17. Certain neutral atoms attract electrons from its neighboring
cations to form an anion (χν−) and therefore, its first ionization energy (ξ(χ+) =
EfirstI ) alone determines its ability to attract any not-fully bounded electron, or elec-
trons from any neutral electron-donating neighboring atoms such that large EfirstI
implies a stronger attractive interaction between the electron-accepting nucleus and
the not-fully bounded electron, or an electron originating from another electron-
donating neutral atom (after donating, this atom will form a cation).
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the attractive interaction between an anion-forming
neutral atom and a nearby not-fully bounded electron. From 2.16, large EfirstI
also implies a large energy is required to remove, or to excite, or to polarize the
outer-most electron due to strong electron-nucleus attractive interaction. Thus,
we need to prove that there is also a stronger attractive interaction between the
nucleus and the not-fully bounded electron. If this is true, then there must be
a strong electron-electron repulsion between the outer-most electron and the not-
fully bounded electron due to this stronger attractive interaction. For example, the
stronger electron-nucleus attractive interaction attracts both electrons (the outer-
most and the not-fully bounded one) equally toward the nucleus. However, this
stronger attraction also implies a stronger electron-electron repulsion between these
two electrons, and therefore, there exists a large energy-level spacing between these
two electrons. Therefore, the total potential energy, Vtotal becomes smaller, and
all we need to do here is to show that this total potential energy is indeed smaller
for large EfirstI . Here, Vtotal consists of two main terms, one of the terms refers
to the bare Coulomb potential energy between the nucleus (Z(+e)) and the two
electrons that carry the same charge, −e each. Recall that these two electrons refer
to the outer-most and the not-fully bounded electrons. The second term originates
from the electron-electron repulsion, which needs to be renormalized to account for
the screening effect. This renormalization also accounts for the different screen-
ing strengths due to different atoms. See 2.18 to understand what constitutes the
screening effect. Thus, the renormalized screened Coulomb potential energy is be-
tween the outer-most electron (from the anion-forming atom) and the not-fully
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bounded electron. We can now write the total potential energy,
Vtotal =
∑
i6=j
Z(+e)(−e)
4πǫ0ri
+
1
2
[
(−e)(−e)
4πǫ0|ri − rj |
]
exp[−σ(ri + rj)]
= −
e2
4πǫ0
[∑
i6=j
Z
ri
−
1
2
1
|ri − rj |
exp[−σ(ri + rj)]
]
,(2.7)
σ = µ exp
[
−
1
2
λξ
]
.(2.8)
The atomic number, Z = τ , e denotes the magnitude of an electron charge, recall
that +e and −e refer to the charge of a proton and an electron, respectively, while
ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space. The constant, λ = (12πǫ0/e
2)aB where aB is the
Bohr radius of an atomic hydrogen. For convenience, one can assume ri=1 is the
coordinate of the outer-most electron, while rj=2 is the coordinate of the not-fully
bounded electron appears in the vicinity of the anion-forming neutral atom. The
factor 1/2 in front of the second (renormalized) term in Eq. (2.7) is to avoid ij 6= ji,
and µ is the screening constant of proportionality. The renormalized second term
in Eq. (2.7) has been derived earlier [see equation (11) in Ref. [27]] based on the
renormalization procedure [see equations (2.11), (2.23) and (2.25) in Ref. [26]].
Definition 2.18. Screening is a well-known physical concept in atomic physics
where an outer-most electron of a many-electron atom interact with the positively
charged nucleus (+Ze) with an effective nucleus charge less than +Ze as seen by
this outer-most electron. In other words, the outer-most electron is screened by the
core electrons. In the absence of this screening
lim
ξ→∞
Vtotal = −
e2
4πǫ0
[∑
i6=j
Z
ri
−
1
2
1
|ri − rj |
]
.(2.9)
This is also known as the bare Coulomb potential energy. In contrast, for a com-
pletely screened outer-most electron
lim
ξ→0
Vtotal = −
e2
4πǫ0
[∑
i6=j
Z
ri
−
1
2
1
|ri − rj |
exp[−µ(ri + rj)]
]
.(2.10)
Here, limξ→∞ Vtotal gives the unscreened Coulomb potential energy with maximum
electron-electron repulsion. On the other hand, limξ→0 Vtotal denotes the so-called
Thomas-Fermi free-electron screening [see equation (1.13) in Ref. [26]]. The free
electrons are still bounded within a system, but they do not individually nor collec-
tively bounded to any atom. In other words, they are collectively confined within
a system due to the many-body (many-electron and many-nucleus) potential [see
equation (2.4) in Ref. [40]] 
Having defined that, it is now straightforward to see that | limξ→∞ Vtotal| <
| limξ→0 Vtotal| as required to complete the proof for 2.17 where ξ = −E
first
I (from
2.15), EfirstI < 0 (due to boundedness), and therefore ξ > 0 where E
first
I = 0 = ξ
imply unboundedness. One should also note here that EfirstI is nothing but the
energy of the outer-most bounded electron. 
Definition 2.19. (a) A free-electron solid gives rise to a metallic property of which,
its resistivity (resistance to electron flow) is almost entirely due to electron-electron
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and electron-phonon scattering. Phonons are vibrating ions that scatter the elec-
trons, and this is the only direct role played by the ions. The indirect role is to
observe charge neutrality. In addition, these electrons are free to the extent that
they are treated as non-interacting electron gas [see equations (1.1), (1.6), (2.4)
and (2.25), and Chapter 3 in Ref. [40]]. Within IET, a precise definition can be
constructed, namely,
(b) Free-electron metals simply require ξ = 0, while the weakly interacting elec-
trons (with some electron-electron and electron-phonon interaction) leads to Fermi
liquid, which embeds the condition, ξ 6= 0 but its magnitude is an irrelevant con-
stant [see equations (2.19) and (2.20) in Ref. [41]] 
Proposition 2.20. The energy-level crossings in free-electron metals are infinite.
This means that the energy gap is definitely zero throughout the k-space and there-
fore, ξ = 0.
Proof. Let us assume the energy-level crossings are finite, this means that the en-
ergy gap cannot be zero throughout the k-space. If we further assume ξ is zero
(from 2.19(b)), then these two assumptions will contradict with each other. In par-
ticular, zero energy gap for all k is true if and only if ξ is zero [see equation (2.1) in
Ref. [41]] and [see equations (39) and (49) in Ref. [25]]. Therefore, the statement—
finite energy-level crossings can give rise to ξ = 0 is false, and consequently, finite
energy-level crossings cannot lead to any free-electron metal. 
We now continue with our proof for the proposition given in 2.6(a). Similar to
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), the averaged energy-level spacing for an arbitrary electron-
accepting chemical element, χ and its anion (after accepting), χν− is solely deter-
mined by ξ(χ+) (from 2.17) where
ξ(χ+) = [EU(χ)− E
first
I (χ)] = [Er→|r|(χ)− E
first
I (χ)] = −E
first
I (χ).(2.11)
Using 2.4, 2.15, and noting that EI < 0 due to boundedness (bounded electrons),
one obtains
ξ(χ+) = ξfirst(χ) = f(ζ − 1, η, τ)(χ+) =
[
fν=1(ζ, η, τ)
]anion
χ+
.(2.12)
Assume a hypothetical system, AνA+a B
νB−
b X
νX+
x Y
νY−
y where B and Y are anions, attract-
ing νB and νY electrons, respectively, while the cations donate νA and νX electrons,
respectively, such that νA+νX−νB−νY = 0 (for charge neutrality). Furthermore, a,
b, x and y are the respective concentrations for the hypothetical chemical elements,
A, B, X and Y in the above-stated hypothetical system. The average energy-level
spacing for this system is given by (from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.12))
EsystemI = a
[∑
νA
1
νA
fνA(ζ, η, τ)
]cation
AνA+
+ x
[∑
νX
1
νX
fνX(ζ, η, τ)
]cation
XνX+
+b
[
fν=1(ζ, η, τ)
]anion
B+
+ y
[
fν=1(ζ, η, τ)
]anion
Y+
=
[∑
q
lq
∑
ν
1
ν
fq,ν(ζ, η, τ)
]
cation
+
[∑
q
lqfq,ν=1(ζ, η, τ)
]
anion
.(2.13)
Here, q = A, B, X and Y, and therefore, lA = a, lB = b, lX = x and lY = y. Recall
that ν < ζ for any cation, and it denotes the number of outer electrons of an
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electron-donating atom interacting with an electron-accepting atom. Whereas, ν
always equals one for all anions (due to 2.17) where νB and νY do not play any role
in Eq. (2.13).
We are now in the final stage of proving the proposition 2.6(a). In what follows
is the proof for ξsystem ∝ EsystemI (recall 2.7). The strategy here is to prove E
LiCl
I >
ENaClI > E
KCl
I > E
RbCl
I corresponds to ξLiCl > ξNaCl > ξKCl > ξRbCl, and this is
sufficient. Of course, one can construct any system from the periodic table such that
Esystem1I > E
system2
I > E
system3
I > E
system4
I corresponds to ξLiCl > ξNaCl > ξKCl >
ξRbCl, but this is a false correspondence. For example, a system consisting of Si and
C atoms satisfies E
Six1C1−x1
I > E
Six2C1−x2
I > E
Six3C1−x3
I > E
Six4C1−x4
I if ξC > ξSi
(from Eq. (2.2)), and this nicely corresponds to ξLiCl > ξNaCl > ξKCl > ξRbCl
where xi denotes the concentration of Si atom, x1 < x2 < x3 < x4, xi ∈ (0, 1) and
xi ∈ R
+. Note here that increasing xi means decreasing concentration of carbon
atoms, which in turn implies a decreasing magnitude for E
SixiC1−xi
I . But this is a
false correspondence simply because the chemical elements and their concentrations
in the system, SixiC1−xi is different by definition from the (Li,Na,K,Rb)Cl system.
In fact, this is just one example of the lucky coincidences proven to exist.
The real system, SixiC1−xi introduced earlier consists of the chemical elements,
Si and C such that f(ζ, η, τ) = fSixiC1−xi (ζSixiC1−xi , ηSixiC1−xi , τSixiC1−xi ). It is also
known that each Si has ζ = η = τ = 14, while each C has ζ = η = τ = 6. Therefore,
for any xi defined above, f(ζ, η, τ) = fSixiC1−xi (ζSixiC1−xi , ηSixiC1−xi , τSixiC1−xi )
is unique (from 2.4 and Eq. (2.2)) where ζ(SixiC1−xi) = ζ(Sixi) + ζ(C1−xi) =
14(xi) + 6(1 − xi), η(SixiC1−xi) = η(Sixi) + η(C1−xi) = 14(xi) + 6(1 − xi), and
τ(SixiC1−xi) = τ(Sixi) + τ(C1−xi) = 14(xi) + 6(1− xi). Consequently,
fSixiC1−xi (ζSixiC1−xi , ηSixiC1−xi , τSixiC1−xi ) ∝ xifSi(ζSi, ηSi, τSi)
+(1− xi)fC(ζC, ηC, τC),(2.14)
where the left-hand side is unique because both terms on the right-hand side are
themselves unique. Therefore
ξSixiC1−xi ∝ xiE
Si
I + (1 − xi)E
C
I .(2.15)
The protons and neutrons in SixiC1−xi do not form a single nucleus with its nucleon
number equals ηSixiC1−xi + τSixiC1−xi = 2[14(xi) + 6(1 − xi)]. Instead, the nuclei
of Si and C can arrange to form any crystalline or non-crystalline structure they
“see” fit due to electron-electron and electron-nucleus interactions. This means
that ξSixiC1−xi → ξSixiC1−xi (k) where k = 1/aL, k and aL denote the wavevector
and the lattice parameter, respectively. For example, for a crystal structure with
repeating cubic unit cells, the lattice parameter aL defines the size of the unit cell,
which is a constant in all three axes.
Definition 2.21. For k-dependent cases,
ξSixiC1−xi (k) = fSixiC1−xi (ζSixiC1−xi , ηSixiC1−xi , τSixiC1−xi ;k),(2.16)
implies ξSixiC1−xi is now k-dependent because xi is k-dependent. Similarly, for
time(t)-dependent cases, one has
ξSixiC1−xi → ξSixiC1−xi (t) = fSixiC1−xi (ζSixiC1−xi , ηSixiC1−xi , τSixiC1−xi ; t),(2.17)
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because xi → xi(t). These correspondence rules can be used depending whether xi
is a constant for a given i or xi → xi(k) or xi → xi(t) or xi → xi(k, t)→ xi(k(t))

Add to that, the exact numbers of electrons, protons and neutrons in a given non-
atomic and non-molecular system can be calculated after converting the normalized
atomic concentrations, xi ∈ (0, 1) to chemical units of atomic concentrations per
mole. Using Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15)
ξ(Li,Na,K,Rb)Cl ∝ E
(Li,Na,K,Rb)Cl
I ,(2.18)
and therefore, ELiClI > E
NaCl
I > E
KCl
I > E
RbCl
I corresponds to ξLiCl > ξNaCl >
ξKCl > ξRbCl. 
In summary, we have developed a string of precise definitions and logical proofs
required to establish what constitutes the ionization energy theory and its approxi-
mation. Nota bene, all the listed definitions and propositions proven thus far never
refer to any experimental observation a priori. As a matter of fact, the fundamen-
tals of ionization energy theory actually deal with the questions why and how the
energy-level spacings are different, and unique for each chemical element, and also
why and how such uniqueness can be extended to any system consisting of these
chemical elements by making use of the relation f(ζ, η, τ) = ξ (see 2.4). How-
ever, IET does not provide any prescription on how to calculate f(ζ, η, τ) or the
energy-level spacings (ξ) for any chemical element or system. In fact, IET was
never designed to do that. The irony here is that, even though “proving” IET
was a non-trivial task, but applying the ionization energy theory to real systems
(biological, chemical or physical) is surprisingly straightforward, unambiguous and
can be made quantitative using the so-called ionization energy approximation (or
also known as the ionization energy averaging).
The relevant examples of such applications with quantitative analyses can be
found in these reports [27, 32, 33, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Anyway, we are basically done listing the complete
and self-consistent definitions, propositions and proofs needed for the ionization
energy theory to be considered technically “correct”. The applications referenced
above do suggest the descriptions given by IET are also correct and sufficient,
supported by the experiments. However, we cannot be sure whether they (the
physical descriptions) are complete, at least, for now. The subsequent sections will
provide the necessary setting to further elucidate why IET needs to be invoked so
that the physical-sets, -classes and -categories can be constructed such that they
have some basic mathematical structures.
3. Energy-level spacing physical categories and their constructions
According to Geroch [62], we need three things to properly define a mathematical
category (M ). An abstract definition is given in 3.1 [see page 3 in Ref. [62]].
Definition 3.1. (i) A class, C has objects as their elements, and these objects
(ΩA,ΩB, · · · ) can also be regarded as sets.
(ii) A set denoted by Mor(ΩA,ΩB) has elements, which are called morphisms from
ΩA to ΩB.
(iii) Any morphism, ΦΩA,ΩB is from ΩA to ΩB, and any morphism ΦΩB,ΩC is from
ΩB to ΩC. These morphisms can be written as a composition such that ΦΩB,ΩC ◦
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ΦΩA,ΩB is from ΩA to ΩC. The composition of ΦΩB,ΩC with ΦΩA,ΩB need to satisfy
two additional conditions listed below.
(a) Associativity— suppose there are four objects, ΩA,ΩB,ΩC and ΩD, and ΦΩA,ΩB ,
ΦΩB,ΩC and ΦΩC,ΩD are the morphisms, then
(ΦΩC,ΩD ◦ΦΩB,ΩC) ◦ ΦΩA,ΩB = ΦΩC,ΩD ◦ (ΦΩB,ΩC ◦ ΦΩA,ΩB).(3.1)
(b) Identities exist— for each object, ΩA,ΩB, · · · , there exists an identity morphism,
ΦidentityΩA,ΩA from ΩA to ΩA such that
ΦΩA,ΩB ◦ Φ
identity
ΩA,ΩA
= ΦΩA,ΩB and(3.2)
ΦidentityΩA,ΩA ◦ ΦΩB,ΩA = ΦΩB,ΩA .(3.3)
In addition, (ii) and (iii) also imply that the objects (stated above) are ordered,
and if there are two elements in a given object, then these elements form an ordered
pair. This ordering is inapplicable for singletons 
Proposition 3.2. All energy-level spacing physical categories (ξP) satisfy 3.1.
Proof. This proof consists of three parts— the first is for atoms and ions, the second
is for molecules and molecular ions, while the last part is for compounds (excluding
free-electron metals, see 2.19).
Part I: Atoms (χi,j) and ions (χ
ω′+
i,j , χ
α−,α′−
i,j )
We first construct the singletons from isolated atoms and ions by recalling 2.4, 2.8
2.12 and 2.13 such that ζ ≥ 1 (there is at least one bounded electron), and if ζ > τ
then α > 0 giving rise to anions. For example, {Hα
′−}, · · · , {Hα−}, {H}, {Heα
′−},
· · · , {Heα−}, {He}, {He+}, {Liα
′−}, · · · , {Liα−}, {Li}, {Li+}, {Li2+}, {Beα
′−}, · · · ,
{Beα−}, {Be}, {Be+}, {Be2+}, {Be3+}, {χα
′−
i }, · · · , {χ
α−
i }, {χi}, · · · , {χ
ω′+
i }, · · · ,
{χα
′−
j }, · · · , {χ
α−
j }, {χj}, · · · , {χ
ω′+
j }. Following 2.10, we have to exclude these sin-
gletons, {H+}, {He2+}, {Li3+}, {Be4+}, · · · , {χZi+i }, · · · , {χ
Zj+
j } because each and
every one of them are electronless cations, and therefore f(ζ=0, η≥0, τ≥0) = ξ = 0
where α < α′, {i, j, α, α′, ω′} ∈ N∗, j > i and Zj > Zi such that ω
′
i 6= Zi and
ω′i < Zi.
On the other hand, the singletons with one or more bounded electrons (ζi ≥ 1)
form the energy-level spacing set (also known as the object from 3.1), and all of
them (singletons) are members of the class of isolated atoms and ions, Catomion where
Catomion ∈
ξPatomion ,
ξPatomion is the atomic-ionic energy-level spacing physical category.
Of course the sets of electronless cations can also be collected to form a class such
that Cnucleus ∈ Pnucleus where f(ζ=0, η≥0, τ≥1) → fnucleus(η≥0, τ≥1) 6= 0. Unlike
f(ζ≥1, η≥0, τ≥1), which has been logically proven to be equal to ξ (see 2.4 and
2.10), we have not found a suitable physical quantity that can also be logically
associated to fnucleus(η≥0, τ≥1). Moreover, fnucleus(η≥0, τ≥1) cannot be associated
to ξ (because ζ = 0), and therefore, Pnucleus is a nucleus physical category, not an
energy-level spacing physical category.
Interestingly, each energy-level spacing physical category consists of all three
things stated in 3.1— ξPatomion has a class, C
atom
ion that has singletons as their elements
(χα
′−
i,j , χ
α−
i,j , χi,j , χ
ω′+
i,j ), such that {χ
α′−
i,j }, · · · , {χ
α−
i,j }, {χi,j}, · · · , {χ
ω′+
i,j } ∈ C
atom
ion ∈
ξPatomion . Each singleton in each of these sets, {χ
α′−
i }, · · · , {χ
α−
i }, {χi}, · · · , {χ
ω′+
i },
· · · {χα
′−
j }, · · · , {χ
α−
j }, {χj}, · · · , {χ
ω′+
j } is a physical entity consisting of at least
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one nucleus, with at least one bounded electron. Inside this nucleus, there must be
at least one proton or a collection of any number of protons and neutrons.
The second thing that we require is the existence of a set denoted by Mor(ΩA,ΩB).
In fact, we can obtain such morphisms by noting the first four ordered objects,
which are the elements of Catomion where ΩA = {H},ΩB = {He},ΩC = {He
+},
and ΩD = {Li}, and therefore, Φ{H},{He} is the morphism from {H} to {He},
Φ{He},{He+} is the morphism from {He} to {He
+} and Φ{He+},{Li} is the mor-
phism from {He+} to {Li} where Φ{H},{He} ∈ Mor({H}, {He}), Φ{He},{He+} ∈
Mor({He}, {He+}) and Φ{He+},{Li} ∈ Mor({He
+}, {Li}). We can now make use
of f(ζ, η, τ) so that Φ{H},{He} = f(ζH + 1, ηH + 2, τH + 1), Φ{He},{He+} = f(ζHe −
1, ηHe+0, τHe+0), Φ{He+},{Li} = f(ζHe++2, ηHe++3, τHe++1), and these morphisms
satisfy the associativity condition,(
Φ{He+},{Li} ◦ Φ{He},{He+}
)
◦ Φ{H},{He} = Φ{H},{Li}
= f(ζH + 2, ηH + 5, τH + 2),(3.4)
and
Φ{He+},{Li} ◦
(
Φ{He},{He+} ◦ Φ{H},{He}
)
= Φ{H},{Li}
= f(ζH + 2, ηH + 5, τH + 2),(3.5)
and therefore
(Φ{He+},{Li} ◦ Φ{He},{He+}) ◦ Φ{H},{He} = Φ{He+},{Li} ◦ (Φ{He},{He+} ◦ Φ{H},{He}).
(3.6)
Here, for example, f(ζH + 1, ηH + 2, τH + 1) physically involves a nuclear reac-
tion such that ηH + 2 and τH + 1 are obtained, and followed by electron-addition,
ζH + 1 (chemical reaction) to produce a new chemical element, He. In addition,
both Φ{H},{He} and f(ζH + 1, ηH + 2, τH + 1) physically imply changing interac-
tion strengths with respect to electron-electron and electron-nucleus interactions,
and/or creation of new spin-spin interaction between electrons, and between elec-
trons and the nucleus. This explains why IET is suitable to evaluate the changing
interaction strengths in any quantum matter, excluding the free-electron metals.
Finally, we show the existence of identities, Φidentity{H},{H} = f(ζH +0, ηH+0, τH +0)
maps {H} to {H}, Φidentity{He},{He} = f(ζHe + 0, ηHe + 0, τHe + 0) maps {He} to {He},
and so on. These identities satisfy
Φ{H},{He} ◦ Φ
identity
{H},{H} = Φ{H},{He},(3.7)
and
Φidentity{He},{He} ◦ Φ{H},{He} = Φ{H},{He}.(3.8)
Note that both associativity and identities exist because each mapping requires
ζ + Z, η + Z and τ + Z where Z is the set of integers.
WARNING:
f(ζHe − 1, ηHe − 2, τHe − 1) 6= f
−1(ζH, ηH, τH)
6= f−1(ζHe, ηHe, τHe)
= f(ζH, ηH, τH).(3.9)
Part II: Molecules (γj) and molecular ions (γ
α′−
j , γ
ω′+
j )
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Each molecule and its molecular ion forms an energy-level spacing category, for
example, ξPH2O,
ξPH2 , and so on such that the only member of the category,
ξPH2 is the class, CH2 that has singletons as members, namely, {H
α′−
2 }, · · · , {H2},
· · · , {Hω
′+
2 }. Each singleton is a molecule or its molecular ion that can be denoted
generally by γj such that {γ
α′−
j }, · · · , {γj}, · · · , {γ
ω′+
j } ∈ Cγj ∈
ξPγj . In other
words, each ξPγj represents only one type of molecule and its molecular ion, for
example CH2O /∈
ξPH2 . Hence, we have established the existence of a class. Next,
we need to find the morphisms between these singletons where
ΩA = {(H2O)
2−},
ΩB = {(H2O)
−},
ΩC = {H2O},
ΩD = {(H2O)
+},(3.10)
and therefore, Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−} is the morphism from {(H2O)
2−} to {(H2O)
−},
Φ{(H2O)−},{H2O} is the morphism from {(H2O)
−} to {H2O} and Φ{H2O},{(H2O)+} is
the morphism from {H2O} to {(H2O)
+} where
Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−} ∈ Mor({(H2O)
2−}, {(H2O)
−}),
Φ{(H2O)−},{H2O} ∈ Mor({(H2O)
−}, {H2O}),
Φ{H2O},{(H2O)+} ∈ Mor({H2O}, {(H2O)
+}).(3.11)
Similar to atoms and ions in Part I, we again make use of f(ζ, η, τ) such that
Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−} = f(H2O)2−(ζ − 1, η+0, τ +0), Φ{(H2O)−},{H2O} = f(H2O)−(ζ −
1, η + 0, τ + 0), Φ{H2O},{(H2O)+} = fH2O(ζ − 1, η + 0, τ + 0), and these morphisms
do satisfy the associativity condition,(
Φ{H2O},{(H2O)+} ◦ Φ{(H2O)−},{H2O}
)
◦ Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−}
= Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)+} = f(H2O)2−(ζ − 3, η + 0, τ + 0),(3.12)
and
Φ{H2O},{(H2O)+} ◦
(
Φ{(H2O)−},{H2O} ◦Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−}
)
= Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)+} = f(H2O)2−(ζ − 3, η + 0, τ + 0),(3.13)
and therefore Eq. (3.12) = Eq. (3.13) satisfying Eq. (3.1). Identities do exist as
required, in particular,
Φidentity{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)2−} = f(H2O)2−(ζ + 0, η + 0, τ + 0),(3.14)
maps {(H2O)
2−} to {(H2O)
2−}, and
Φidentity{(H2O)−},{(H2O)−} = f(H2O)−(ζ + 0, η + 0, τ + 0),(3.15)
maps {(H2O)
−} to {(H2O)
−} such that
Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−} ◦ Φ
identity
{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)2−}
= Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−},(3.16)
and
Φidentity{(H2O)−},{(H2O)−} ◦ Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−} = Φ{(H2O)2−},{(H2O)−}.(3.17)
We now proceed to the last part.
Part III: Compounds (βj)
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We now recall the compound, SixiC1−xi , which forms the category,
ξPSixiC1−xi
, and
each different compound, βj forms its own category,
ξPβj where β1 = SixiC1−xi is
just one of them and β2 is another compound, other than the Si-C combination. The
class, Cβj ∈
ξPβj , Cβj /∈
ξPβi and as usual, each class has singletons as members,
namely, {Six1C1−x1}, · · · , {Six2C1−x2}, · · · , where {i, j} ∈ N
∗, {xi} ∈ (0, 1) ∈ R
+,
and {SixiC1−xi} is a singleton for each i. Subsequently, similar to Parts I and II,
morphisms can be easily defined to satisfy the associativity condition (see Eq. (3.1))(
Φ{Six2C1−x2},{Six1C1−x1} ◦ Φ{Six3C1−x3},{Six2C1−x2}
)
◦ Φ{Six4C1−x4},{Six3C1−x3}
= Φ{Six4C1−x4},{Six1C1−x1}
= fSix1C1−x1
([
ζSix1C1−x1 + (x4 − x1)ζSi + (x1 − x4)ζC
]
,
[
ηSix1C1−x1
+(x4 − x1)ηSi + (x1 − x4)ηC
]
,
[
τSix1C1−x1 + (x4 − x1)τSi + (x1 − x4)τC
])
,
(3.18)
and
Φ{Six2C1−x2},{Six1C1−x1} ◦
(
Φ{Six3C1−x3},{Six2C1−x2} ◦ Φ{Six4C1−x4},{Six3C1−x3}
)
= Φ{Six4C1−x4},{Six1C1−x1}
= fSix1C1−x1
([
ζSix1C1−x1 + (x4 − x1)ζSi + (x1 − x4)ζC
]
,
[
ηSix1C1−x1
+(x4 − x1)ηSi + (x1 − x4)ηC
]
,
[
τSix1C1−x1 + (x4 − x1)τSi + (x1 − x4)τC
])
,
(3.19)
where Eq. (3.18) = Eq. (3.19). It is also straightforward for one to obtain
Φ{Six1C1−x1},{Six2C1−x2} ◦ Φ
identity
{Six1C1−x1},{Six1C1−x1}
= Φ{Six1C1−x1},{Six2C1−x2},
(3.20)
and
Φidentity{Six2C1−x2},{Six2C1−x2}
◦Φ{Six1C1−x1},{Six2C1−x2} = Φ{Six1C1−x1},{Six2C1−x2}.
(3.21)
This completes the proof for 3.2. 
Proposition 3.3. (a) Inverses, closure and identities do not exist for Cχ ∈
ξPZχ
and Cγ ∈
ξPZγ . (b) Inverses and identities do not exist for Cβ ∈
ξPRβ , and (c) in
view of 3.2— Cχ and Cγ form semicategories while Cβ forms a semigroup.
Proof. We have introduced some compact notations, ξPZχ ,
ξPZγ and
ξPRβ where χ
here refers to isolated atoms and ions, γ denotes molecules and molecular ions, while
β represents any non-free-electron compound. Moreover, the superscript, Z implies
one needs integers to map one element to another element where both elements are
members of their respective physical sets, and these physical sets are members of
either Cχ ∈
ξPZχ or Cγ ∈
ξPZγ . Whereas, the superscript R implies one requires
real numbers for mappings between elements contained in Cβ ∈
ξPRβ .
(a) For every singleton, χ ∈ Cχ ∈
ξPZχ and for every singleton, γ ∈ Cγ ∈
ξPZγ ,
there is not a single inverse, χ−1 ∈ Cχ ∈
ξPZχ ∧ γ
−1 ∈ Cγ ∈
ξPZγ exist such that
χχ−1 = f(ζχ, ηχ, τχ)f
−1(−ζχ,−ηχ,−τχ) = fχ(0, 0, 0),(3.22)
γγ−1 = f(ζγ , ηγ , τγ)f
−1(−ζγ ,−ηγ ,−τγ) = fγ(0, 0, 0),(3.23)
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because there is no such thing as molecules and/or atoms and/or ions and/or molec-
ular ions with negative amount of particles (electrons, neutrons and protons) where
{ηχ,γ} ∈ N, {τχ,γ , ζχ,γ} ∈ N
∗ where N and N∗ are the sets of natural numbers,
including and excluding zero, respectively. Therefore, f−1(−ζχ,−ηχ,−τχ) and
f−1(−ζγ ,−ηγ ,−τγ) do not exist by definition, which imply the respective inverses,
χ−1 and γ−1 cannot exist either. The condition for closure is also not satisfied. In
particular, a new chemical element or ion can never be formed for any ζχ > 0 and
τχ > 1 if ηχ = 0, and/or for any ζχ ≫ 1 if τχ = 1 and ηχ = 0. Likewise, for any
molecule, γ, any molecular ion, γα
′− cannot exist for any α′ ≫ ζγ where α
′ ∈ N∗.
Identity elements, namely, fχ(0, 0, 0) and fγ(0, 0, 0) for molecules, atoms, ions and
molecular ions do not exist by definition.
REMINDER: Any singleton that carries a specific name for any atom (χi,j), ion
(χω
′+
i,j , χ
α−,α′−
i,j ), molecule (γj), molecular ion (γ
α′−
j , γ
ω′+
j ) or compound (βj) is
in itself meaningless and/or “dead”. Unique energy-level spacings for each sin-
gleton give “life” (mathematical structures) to every energy-level spacing physical
class, and therefore to every energy-level spacing physical category (ξP) by means
of ξ = f(ζ, η, τ).
(b) For any singleton, β ∈ Cβ ∈
ξPRβ , an inverse β
−1 ∈ Cβ ∈
ξPRβ does not exist
such that
ββ−1 = fβ
([
x1ζ + x2ζ · · ·+ xiζ
]
,
[
x1η + x2η · · ·+ xiη
]
,
[
x1τ + x2τ · · ·+ xiτ
])
f−1β
([
− x1ζ − x2ζ · · · − xiζ
]
,
[
− x1η − x2η · · · − xiη
]
,
[
− x1τ − x2τ · · · − xiτ
])
= fβ(0, 0, 0),
(3.24)
because of the same reason stated above— any compound with negative amount
of particles cannot exist where {x1, x2, · · · , xi} ∈ (0, 1) ∈ R. This means that
f−1β
([
− x1ζ − x2ζ · · · − xiζ
]
,
[
− x1η − x2η · · · − xiη
]
,
[
− x1τ − x2τ · · · − xiτ
])
does not exist. Now, it is straightforward to observe the existence of closure due
to {x1, x2, · · · , xi} ∈ (0, 1) ∈ R for a given compound. Again, identity elements,
namely, fβ(0, 0, 0) does not exist by definition for every compound and for every xi
where {xi} ∈ (0, 1).
(c) From Parts I and II given in 3.2, and from Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), indeed Cχ ∈
ξPZχ and Cγ ∈
ξPZγ form semicategories in the absence of identities, inverses and
closure. On the other hand, Part III in 3.2 and Eq. (3.24) imply Cβ ∈
ξPRβ is a
semigroup without identities and inverses. 
In any case, you should be aware that there exist many other physical categories
other than the energy-level spacing physical categories. One such example has
been introduced earlier, which is the Pnucleus, and there are also other physical
systems completely independent of ξP, namely, a confined vacuum or any physical
space containing only electromagnetic waves (photons), or gravitational fields, or
unbounded (free) electrons, or any particles without any bounded electron, or any
yet to be discovered particles (or sub-particles) or strings or any combination of
them. These physical systems do not belong to the energy-level spacing physical
categories constructed herein. The reason is that any physical system in the absence
of any “boundedness” between a given nucleus and an electron has zero energy-level
spacing.
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For example, the nucleus must contain at least one proton with at least one
bounded electron, and in this case, this minimal system is an atomic hydrogen
with distinct and discrete energy levels, which give rise to the well-defined energy-
level spacings. In addition, the class of free-electron quantum matter (that has
zero energy-level spacing) forms yet another physical category, P freeelectron, which is
independent of ξP. All these “other” physical systems can exploit the knowl-
edge from the available mathematical categories and spaces, depending on how the
physical theories are formulated for these systems. The well-known mathematical
categories are the category of groups, the category of vector spaces, the category
of Lie algebras, the category of topological spaces, the Hilbert spaces and the Fock
spaces [62, 63].
In particular, quantum systems can be formulated within the quantum theory
by means of some arbitrary wave functions, without directly taking into account
the uniqueness of the chemical elements. On the other hand, the quantum systems
that are formulated using the ionization energy theory belong to the renormaliza-
tion group and quantum theories, and the formulations start from an entirely new
notion, which is related to the uniqueness of energy-level spacings that exist in
each chemical element, which has been proven to be valid in the earlier section.
For classical systems however, one starts with some arbitrary continuous- and/or
special-functions in accordance with classical physics.
4. Functors to compare ξP
To prove the existence of a mapping that properly maps one ξP to another
ξP ′, one requires to invoke the notion of functors. This notion has been defined
by Geroch [see page 90 in Ref. [62]], and is given in 4.1.
Definition 4.1. Let ΩA, ΩB, · · · , ΩZ be the objects in category C , while Γ(ΩA),
· · · , Γ(ΩZ) be the objects in category C
′. Given these background, a covariant
functor Γ needs two things— (i) a rule to associate each object in C to an object
in C ′, and (ii) a rule to associate each morphism, ΦΩA,ΩB , · · · , in category C to
a morphism Γ(ΦΩA,ΩB), · · · , in category C
′. The rule in (ii) needs to satisfy two
other conditions listed below.
(a) Composition is preserved— Suppose ΩA
ΦΩA,ΩB
−−− −→ ΩB
ΦΩB,ΩC
−−− −→ ΩC is a dia-
gram in C , then there is a corresponding diagram in C ′ such that Γ(ΩA)
Γ(ΦΩA,ΩB )
−−− −→
Γ(ΩB)
Γ(ΦΩB,ΩC)
−−− −→ Γ(ΩC) and therefore, the composition in C
′ is given by
Γ
[
ΦΩB,ΩC ◦ ΦΩA,ΩB
]
= Γ(ΦΩB,ΩC) ◦ Γ(ΦΩA,ΩB).(4.1)
(b) Identities are preserved—For any object, ΩA in C , there is a corresponding
object Γ(ΩA) in C
′ due to rule (i), and therefore we have
Γ(ΦidentityΩA,ΩA ) = Φ
identity
ΓΩA,ΓΩA
.(4.2)
A contravariant functor Γ needs two things— (i) a rule to associate each object in
C to an object in C ′, and (ii) a rule to associate each morphism, ΦΩA,ΩB , · · · , in
category C to a morphism Γ(ΦΩB,ΩA), · · · , in category C
′. The rule in (ii) also
needs to satisfy two other conditions listed below.
(c) Composition is preserved— Suppose ΩA
ΦΩA,ΩB
−−− −→ ΩB
ΦΩB,ΩC
−−− −→ ΩC is a dia-
gram in C , then there is a corresponding diagram in C ′ such that Γ(ΩC)
Γ(ΦΩC,ΩB )
−−− −→
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Γ(ΩB)
Γ(ΦΩB,ΩA )
−−− −→ Γ(ΩA) and therefore, the composition in C
′ is given by
Γ
[
ΦΩB,ΩC ◦ ΦΩA,ΩB
]
= Γ(ΦΩB,ΩA) ◦ Γ(ΦΩC,ΩB).(4.3)
(d) Identities are preserved— See (b) above 
Proposition 4.2. Neither a proper covariant nor a contravariant functor exist
between any two ξP.
Proof. It is sufficient to compare (i) ξPZχ with
ξPZγ and (ii)
ξPZγ with
ξPRβ . (i)
From Part I in 3.2, {χα
′−
i,j }, · · · , {χ
α−
i,j }, {χi,j}, · · · , {χ
ω′+
i,j } ∈ Cχi,j ∈
ξPZχ , and from
Part II in 3.2, {γα
′−
j }, · · · , {γj}, · · · , {γ
ω′+
j } ∈ Cγj ∈
ξPZγ . Let γ = H2O, which
implies there are only two elements (χi = H and χj = O) that can be related
between Cχi,j and Cγj such that ξH+2 O2−
∝ 2ξH+ + ξO+ . The proportionality here
follows the proof given in 2.6(a) (after 2.16) and the proof given in 2.6(b). (ii) From
Part III in 3.2, Cβj ∈
ξPRβ , and if we let β = Sixj , then for xi ≫ xj , Si atoms may
form a solid and therefore, there is not a single relation between Cβj and Cγj because
Sixi≫xj (solids) do not exist in Cγj . On the other hand, for xi ≪ xj , Si atoms may
be molecule-like. In this case, there is a one-to-one relation between Cβj and Cγj
such that ξSixi≪xj = ξSixi≪xj . Consequently, we cannot build any proper functor
between Cβj and Cγj , and therefore, a proper functor (covariant or contravariant)
does not exist between any two ξP. 
The proposition given in 4.2 implies the existence of different classes of quan-
tum matter, namely, (i) atoms and ions, (ii) molecules and molecular ions, and
(iii) compounds such that there can be many categories within molecules and com-
pounds (including nanoparticles), which can be constructed from the class of atoms
and ions. In particular, for molecules we have the category of H2O2, the category of
H2SO4, and so on. While for the compounds, we have the categories for free elec-
tron metals, the categories for superconductors, the categories for ferromagnets,
and so on.
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